
Perfection in Automation for theConsumer Packaged Goods Industry

Innovative 
packaging 
solutions

Filling

Blister packaging

Inspection technology

Forming and filling

Sleevers and Labellers

Vertical Form Fill Seal

Palletizer

Shrink Wrapper

Case Packer

Horizontal Form Fill Seal
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B&R Corporate Headquarters
Bernecker + Rainer
Industrie-Elektronik Ges.m.b.H.

B&R Strasse 1
5142 Eggelsberg, Austria

Your local contact
www.br-automation.com/contact

office@br-automation.com
www.br-automation.com

t  +43 7748 6586-0
f  +43 7748 6586-26

Integrated automation
Global presence
Solid partnership



Modular Packaging Systems, Inc®

INSPECT ION  TECHNOLOGY
U N I V I S I O N

Consumer Packaged Goods IndustryPerfection in Automation for the

 < Integrated net weight control
 < Online positioning correction
 < Individual spread patterns

 < Constant torque
 < Separate drive function
 < Clear control structures
 < Drive used as sensor
 < Constant product quality

 < Positioning synchronization
 < Product tracking
 < Multi labels
 < Individual labels
 < Different package sizes

 < Print mark detection
 < Vertical integration
 < Configurable date format
 < Individual tag

 < Product sorting
 < Trigger on the drive
 < Synchronized to the line speed
 < Product tracking

 < Trigger functions
 < Variable axis group
 < Product tracking

Cutting Capping Labeling Printing Inserting Cartoning

 < Host connection
 < High data throughput
 < Completely networked
 < In-line quality control

Product tracking

 < Tension control
 < Mass inertia compensation
 < On-the-fly roll switching

 < S88 batch process connection
 < PackML
 < Ethernet TCP/IP
 < XML
 < Web server

 < Dead time compensation
 < Independent of CPU load
 < μs synchronicity
 < Backward interpolation

Winding ERP link Drum sequencer

 < Online and offline calculation
 < Automatic compensation curves
 < Different interpolation methods
 < Dynamic switching
 < PLCopen

CAM

 < Individual product format
 < Trigger-controlled online calculation
 < Conveyor belt synchronization

 < Dynamic packaging sizes
 < Synchronized to the process
 < Continuous weight measurement
 < No fill, no seal

 < Temperature control
 < Constant sealing time for different  

 package sizes
 < Online calculation
 < Jam protection function
 < Seal pressure control

 < Special palletizing algorithms
 < Automatic fill level detection on  

 the drive
 < Drive as sensor
 < Dynamic torque limitation

Filling Sealing Palletizing Wrapping

MEHR ALS 200 HERSTELLER VON VERPACKUNGSMACHINEN SETZEN AUF AUTOMATISIERUNG VON B&R

The future of packaging
To succeed in the future, a product's packaging will have to provide functional 
convenience, flexible individuality, emotional impact and integrated intelli-
gence. For the packaging line this means accommodating a wider range of 
functions and materials and allowing automated product and format changeo-
vers while running at full speed. For maximum performance with minimum 
batch sizes, you need an advanced automation architecture and an innovative 
communication network. With B&R as a partner, you get all this and more.

Product safety
Inline quality control, serialization and product tracking are important tools for 
successfully validating your system. B&R provides complete transparency 
throughout development and during operation by fully integrating all automa-
tion components in a central engineering tool and ensuring that hardware 
components can be identified clearly at any time.

Lasting value 
A more predictable development process guarantees the lasting value of your 
system. Configurable preprogrammed functions for a wide variety of machine 
processes reduce the time and cost spent on engineering. In addition, you can 
implement specific customer requests using internationally standardized soft-
ware libraries together with function blocks that take advantage of your own 
technological expertise. Scalable and interoperable hardware provides a solid 
foundation for reusability.

Integrated safety technology
openSAFETY is a modularly structured integrated safety communication tech-
nology. With extremely short cycle times, it minimizes safety circuit response 
times. Intelligent electronics replace traditional safety wiring and allow coor-
dinated safety reactions for extremely reliable and efficient production pro-
cesses.

B&R is part of the International Packaging Community
B&R supports global associations of OEMs and End Users and works on a daily 
base with universities, institutes and consulting companies to develop the 
Packaging Industry culture.

Open system architecture
For machines to be integrated seamlessly and efficiently into an overall sys-
tem, they must have consistent interfaces for operation, diagnostics and data 
transmission.  B&R supports S88 and PackML for batch and machine control 
and is committed to implementing open, standardized structures for commu-
nication, programming, data management and functionality.

Powerful self diagnostic system
B&R System Diagnostics Manager (SDM) it’s a powerful web based self-diagnostic 
of the complete automation platform that redefine the maintenance paradigm.
On the machine HMI, on Intranet or Internet you need just a web browser to have 
comprehensive information about your automation system. A guided Hardware 
and Software troubleshooting sequence will improve dramatically maintenance 
effectiveness increasing OEE while cutting useless cost for trainings and soft-
ware licenses.

The line solution
Just like in sports, the effectiveness of an integrated production line depends 
on the combined and coordinated effort of every team member. As a solution 
provider, B&R has the technology to optimize your entire system from start to 
finish. Real-time industrial Ethernet is the foundation for perfectly synchro-
nized interaction between individual sub-processes.


